A Statement by Chinese Communists

To Resolutely Defend Chairman Mao’s Revolutionary Line

Celebrate the Thirtieth Anniversary of the Founding of the People’s Republic of China—

It has been thirty years since the birth of the People’s Republic of China. In these thirty years, the path of our country’s historical development has gone through twists and turns, hardships and dangers. However, because we had the leadership of the great teacher and great leader Chairman Mao and Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought as our guide for revolution, our advances were towards a correct direction. We broke through the pressure applied by imperialists of every description and reactionaries of various countries thus smashing their scheme to invade China. We further ruthlessly attacked and got rid of the capitalist rulers in power, the conspirators, careerists, renegades, traitors, scabs, counter-revolutionary revisionists. Some were wounded. Some were defeated to the point of never being able to rise again. In particular, the earth-shakingly profound Cultural Revolution, personally led by Chairman Mao, had aroused thousands and tens of thousands of revolutionary fighters to join the great revolutionary deluge, striking a blow at the corrupt reactionaries within the Party, destroying their bureaucratic machinery, destroying the old shellers, thus writing a great glorious page in the history of the Chinese Communist Party in leading the Chinese people to make revolution!

Unfortunately in September, 1976, the great leader Chairman Mao passed away, thus the Party and the nation lost their center of leadership. Furthermore, immediately after Chairman Mao’s death, when the Party and the nation were in the midst of an extremely difficult period, the traitors within the Party and the different revisionist roaders collaborated, launched a coup d’état to betray the revolutionary line of Chairman Mao, exercising fascism, and in an all-out effort repressed and persecuted comrades who held high the banner of Mao Tsetung and who resolutely carried out Mao Tsetung’s revolutionary line. They then strove to ruin the Cultural Revolution and haunt what was revolutionary. They publicly clamored for a “30-70 statement” of Mao’s contributions and many, even the present, have not removed Chairman Mao’s body from Chairman Mao’s mausoleum. Through the controlled media, they set up the red flag to defeat the red flag,” castrated Mao Tsetung Thought, and went even as far as to raise “practice as though it were not.”

Continued on page 8

China’s Rulers Begin Open Attack on Mao

The insects are coming out from under the rocks in China. After three years of thinly covering their reversals of Mao Tsetung’s revolutionary line with some words about being his true upholders and continuers, the revisionists who have taken over in China are now coming out to openly attack him.

The special occasion was the October 1 thirtieth anniversary of the founding of the People’s Republic of China. News has just begun to come out on this special occasion was the October 1 thirtieth anniversary of the founding of our country. There had been great triumphs and the country. No precise explanation was made of what revisionism is, the principle of democratic centralism was deviated from, and wrong policies—and methods of struggle were adopted.

Now for the $64,000 question: What well-known Chinese revolutionary leader was the head of the Party during this period? This hogwash passing off as “analysis” is almost identical to the attacks made on Mao by every other set of revisionists in the world today—from the Soviet Union to Albania. While everyone in China and around the world knows just what he is saying, Yeh still only names Lin Piao and the “gang of four” as being the ones who had “counter-revolutionary objectives.” But how did he identify? “And the result of this ten-year period of Chinese history according to Yeh... An appalling catastrophy to all our people and a great setback to our socialist cause since the foundation of the People’s Republic.”
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the sole criterion to test "truth"—garbage, all in an effort to fundamentally negate Mao Tsetung's Thought with the dream of restoring capitalism in the people's new China. In the past three years the counter-revolutionary clique recruited monsters into the Party and state; they formed their so-called "criticism campaign" to launch a class struggle against those comrades faithful to Chairman Mao's revolutionary line. Therefore the tragedy of people's heads falling on the ground continued happening around this country, after members of this once defeated renegade clique were resurrected, they seized the power of leadership in the various fields of the Party and state; they formed their so-called "revisionist faction"; they very greedily expanded their power, riding on the backs of the people; they are very wily in the united front of Chairman Mao's party, but very corrupt—going through the back door, etc. All these corrupt life styles and attitudes are rampant. On the one hand they negate the proletarian dictatorship under the signboard of socialist democracy. On the other hand they capitalize this very point to fundamentally abolish the socialist road and adopt the capitalist road under the banner of "socialist democracy." All these facts illustrate that a counter-revolutionary clique wants to turn the social system from socialist into capitalist, man oppressing man, man exploiting man, and change China into a fifth-colored capitalist world. Thus the Chinese people will suffer a social disaster, the country will suffer a great leap backwards.

The revolutionary members of the Chinese Communist Party and the revolutionary Chinese people will never allow a counter-revolutionary clique to destroy the country built with our people's blood and sweat. Although the founder of the Chinese Communist Party and People's Republic of China, the leader Chairman Mao, has passed away, the great thinking and the great spirit of Chairman Mao continue to inspire the Chinese people to revolution. We will never allow the counter-revolutionary clique to destroy our Party and nation.

The Chinese Communist Party was the revolutionary vanguard of the proletariat, the center of leading the Chinese people to revolution. We will never allow the counter-revolutionary revisionists, the unrepentant capitalist representatives and the counter-revolutionary clique to alter this fact under the pretext of "socialist democracy." We will also never allow them to use bourgeois factionalism and anarchism to destroy our Party and nation.

The Chinese Communist Party members in the various fields and various locations must unite the broad mass of revolutionary people into a single organic mass, become the vanguard of the working people, resolutely resist the counter-revolutionary clique who, under the banner of the four modernizations, collude with various imperialists of every description, and restore capitalism. Resolutely stop any traitorous act of selling out state resources and territorial sovereignty.

(1) The revolutionary Communist Party members must resolutely declare that the revolution is the sole criterion to test "truth"—garbage, all in an effort to fundamentally negate Mao Tsetung's Thought with the dream of restoring capitalism in the people's new China. We will never allow the counter-revolutionary clique to seize the People's Army, to betray revolution; we will never allow the unrepentant capitalist roaders directing the PLA to suppress revolutionary people; we must have a determined stand to defend Chairman Mao's revolutionary line; we must deliver a crushing blow to the betrayal of Chairman Mao by renegades, traitors, careerists, conspirators and counter-revolutionaries.

(2) The revolutionary Communist Party members must resolutely declare that the revolution is the sole criterion to test "truth"—garbage, all in an effort to fundamentally negate Mao Tsetung's Thought with the dream of restoring capitalism in the people's new China. We will never allow the counter-revolutionary clique to seize the People's Army, to betray revolution; we will never allow the unrepentant capitalist roaders directing the PLA to suppress revolutionary people; we must have a determined stand to defend Chairman Mao's revolutionary line; we must deliver a crushing blow to the betrayal of Chairman Mao by renegades, traitors, careerists, conspirators and counter-revolutionaries.

Finally, we raise the slogan, "Long live the People's Republic of China, "Long live the revolutionary Chinese Communist Party!"}

Overseas Branch of the Mao Tsetung Thought Red Brigade of the Chinese Communist Party.

October 1, 1979

The Revolutionary Communist Party, USA, recently received the above statement (written and available on tape to completely verify its authenticity as having been written by revolutionary Chinese Communist Party members, its line is a clear and sharp defense of Mao Tsetung and the achievements of the Chinese revolution won under his leadership. We also received and published a similar message last October 1 which we also believe to be authentic. The translation is ours. [2]